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A Conceptual Unification and Application of

Biogeoclimatic Classification

INTRODUCTION

Explanation, understanding, and management of what we take to

be natural-cultural systems, which entail man, his resources, and

other conditions of life, must involve classification of such

systems and their elements. There are, of course, numerous classi-

fication systems of value in the science and management of natural

resources, including soils, waters, atmosphere, biotas, and man.

Whereas some classification systems are devoted, say, just to soils

or to vegetation, others are more nearly "ecosystem" classifica-

tions intended to deal with entire biogeoclimatic systems.

I here present a theory and form for integrated biogeoclimatic

classification, not simply as another more or less adequate way of

classifying natural-cultural systems, but also as a way of seeing

the logical relations among extant classification systems, which

exist in almost intimidating diversity. This can be of value to

those who, for very good reasons, continue to employ the special

classifications of their field of endeavor, in that it can lead to

clearer understanding of natural-cultural interrelations and for

enhanced communication. For those able to make use of an inte-

grated classification system, such logical unification illuminates

where extant classifications and methodologies can be brought to

bear.
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The integrated classification I am here proposing takes

lnatura1-cultural systems to be hierarchically ordered and, at each
/

level, better classified by their capacities and environments than)

by their states or performances. The way we classify, it seems, is

determined by our objectives, our conceptual framework, and our

experience of the objects being classified. My objectives and

conceptual framework lead me to a theoretical view of systems and

their organization that allows on the one hand for classification

and on the other for general systems modeling, both of which it

seems to me are necessary for resource science and management.

In what follows, I will present a theory and form for inte-

grated classification and explain the conceptual unification of

biogeoclimatic classification. A foundation for understanding the

theory, its form, and application will be laid by discussing the

nature of classification and considering the factors that lead to

adequate classification systems. The forms of more particular

classification systems will be discussed in conjunction with an

examination of the conceptual and methodological unification of

biogeocliinatic classification. Methods for applying integrated

classification to natural-cultural systems will be proposed, and

the applications of unified biogeoclimatic classification to

science and management will be reviewed.
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A FOUNDATION FOR INTEGRATED BIOGEOCLINATIC CLASSIFICATION

The Nature of Classification

Classification Is a basic cognitive process fundamental to all

conceptual thought. It is the basis of generalization and func-

tions in communication. Classification is the foundation of sd-I

ence (Gilrnour 1951; Sokal 1974). Resource managers classify to'

enhance the organization of experience and the communication neces-

sary for decision making and management practices. !

The nature of any classification system has at least three

determinants: Its objectives or underlying purpose, the theoreti-

cal perspective assumed, and perceptual experience of the objects

to be classified (Wright 1972; Warren 1979). Although objectives

exert a major influence on the nature of a classification system

(Williams 1967), they are often unstated. Clear statements of

objectives provide specific criteria and can lead to stronger

classification systems. The theoretical perspective or point of

view assumed will In part determine objectives as well as how the

objects to be classified are to be perceived. The objects to be

classified affect the nature of the classification system, but only

as they are experienced.

The characteristics used to group entities are referred to as

dIfferentiae (Miii 1874) or differentiating characteristics (Cline

1949).
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The most useful classification systems are based upon differentiat-i

ing characteristics in association with accessory characteristics. I

The accessory characteristics are predictive covarying properties,i

which increase the number of inferences that can be made about each

grouping (dine 1949). Thus classes may finally be determined by

the values and ranges of the differentiating and accessory charac-

teristics, but usually only after much of the total experience of

the classifier has been taken into account.

Much of the literature concerning classification deals with

various types of classification systems. Polythetic classifica-

tions rely on many differentiae to organize and group objects.

Monothetic classifications utilize one differentiating character-

istic. A non-hierarchical classification system groups individuals

only at one level, while a hierarchical classification system

groups classes of objects into one or more higher level categories.

These classes of objects are ordered according to the relationships

between classes (Bailey et al. 1978). Classes and higher level

categories are mutually exclusive on their own levels (Grigg 1965;

Bailey et al. 1978). Higher ranking categories are more heteroge-

neous. Hierarchical systems can be generated by either divisive or

associative classification techniques.

The divisive approach divides an entire population into

classes on the basis of some differentiating characteristic. These

groups are then subdivided into finer groups until the level of

individual is reached. This process yields a descending hierarchy
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(Grigg 1965; Wright 1972). The associative method or taxonomic

approach (Bailey et al. 1978) groups individuals in a population

according to similar characteristics to form an ascending hierarchy.

The form of the integrated classification system proposed by Warren

(1979) and to be discussed here is polythetic, hierarchical, and'!

predominantly associative. i



The Objectives of Classification

According to Warren (1979), the purpose of integrated biogeo-

climatic classification is to facilitate the achievement of scien-

tific and management goals. One goal of science is to increase

understanding of natural-cultural systems, the functional compo-

nents of the ecosphere.
Because integrated classification utilizes

information from many disciplines as differentia, it can provide a

way of unifying and increasing understanding of natural-cultural

systems. And integrated classification provides a structure for

more universal generalization.

Goals are very general and, in a sense, may be more or less

unattainable. Specific scientific objectives may be attainable and

can provide closer guidance and even evaluative criteria in the de-

velopment and use of a classification system. Warren (1979) has

suggested that the scentific objectives of a classification system

can be taken to be:

(1) "To order the domain of regional and zonal systems of
natural-cultural systems.

(2) To provide through the ordering of empirical experience
some prediction, explanation, and understanding of the be-
havior of natural-cultural systems.

(3) To facilitate explanation and understanding of
natural-cultural systems and subsystems of these through
making apparent systems, problems, general objects, rela-
tions, relative invariances, and possible approaches.

(4) To provide an ordering of experience about the hier-
archical system that is dimensionally, dynamically, and
empirically adequate for explanation and understanding."
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By extending the understanding of natural-cultural systems, science

lays a foundation for achieving specific management goals.

Management goals should pertain to the development and persis-

tence of good natural-cultural systems (Minore 1972; Cooke and

Doornkamp 1974; Boyce and Cost 1978; Warren 1979). Here "good"

should be taken in the most universal sense. Such a management

goal can provide needed orientation, but we need management objec-

tives, as we needed scientific objectives, that are more nearly

attainable. Warren (1979) suggested that management objectives for

an adequate biogeoclimatic classification can be taken to be:

(1) "To unify natural and cultural domains involved in
resource and environmental management.

(2) To identify and classify major systems in the hierarchy
including ecosystems and watersheds according to common
capacities, environments, and responses to environmental
conditions including resource utilization and environmental
management.

(3) To provide an adequate basis for integrated watershed
resources management including the maintenance of stream
quality.

(4) To provide an ordering of experience about the hier-
archical system including watersheds that is dimensionally,
dynamically, and empirically adequate for resource and
environment management."
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A Conceptual Framework for Integrated Biogeoclimatic Classification

World views and somewhat lower level conceptual frameworks,

even when not made explicit, determine our explanations and even

understanding. When made explicit, they exist as a set of high

level assumptions according to which we would understand the world.

A conceptual framework for biology proposed by Warren, Allen, and

Haefner (1979) employs the terms biological system, organismic

system, environment, performance, and capacity as theoretical

concepts. The components of a biological system are an organismic

system and its coextensive environment. The coextensive environ-

mental system includes factors that impinge on the organismic

system indirectly as well as directly. An organismic system incor-

porates its subsystems along with their coextensive environments

and is itself incorporated by a more encompassing system.

An organismic system has performances. A performance is

defined here as a single time-specific state or behavior. Organis-

mic system performance depends on characteristics intrinsic to the

organismic system as well as performances of the coextensive en-

vironment. A performance only partially describes a system.

The capacity of an organismic system can be thought of as all

possible performances in all possible environments. As such,

capacity is a theoretical concept, neither directly nor fully

determinable. Only performances can be observed or measured. To

represent capacity at all adequately, one must observe performances

through a wide range of environmental conditions. The capacities



as well as the performances of organismic systems tend to be in

concordance with those of their environmental systems. Organismic

systems and environmental systems interpenetrate.

In this view, then, organismic systems are not discrete

Newtonian objects, separable from one another and from their envi-

ronments and adequately describable in terms of their states. They

are better understood in terms of their coextensive environments,

their developing capacities, their incorporation, their concord-

ance, and their interpenetration. They may be described in terms

of their subsystems, but they cannot be meaningfully analzyed into

their subsystems. The implications of this in theory, model, and

classification will become apparent.
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Relevant Empirical Experience

A biogeocliinatic classification theoretically or nominally

based on the capacities of natural-cultural systems and their

environments must immediately raise empirical difficulties. Capa-

cities can neither directly nor fully be determined. Yet such a

theoretical perspective emphasizes what is too often ignored: that

the performances of systems, because of intrinsic system and envi-

ronmental properties, are quantitatively and qualitatively so

variant as to make any relatively limited set of performances

inadequate as invariant characterizations. Without giving up the

theoretical ideal of classification according to capacity, we have

then to determine those sorts of performances that most adequately,

characterize the capacities of natural-cultural systems and their:

environments.

In principle, these should be the performances, states, or

structures most fundamentally and invariantly causally involved in

the more dynamic state behaviors of the systems being classified.

Geological manifestations may often be in this category. Historic

ranges of performances--as
in the case of rainfall, temperature, or

evapotranspiration characterizations of climate--may be substituted

f or capacity expressions. Where neither fundamental structures nor

historic performances are available as expressions of capacity, it

may be necessary to infer capacity from what is known about the

organization of the system. Much of what is known about the capa-

cities of natural-cultural systems is not easily quantifiable---
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indeed it is fallacious to suppose all properties of systems are

simply quantifiable. Certainly their capacities are not. It

should be possible, and it is one of the advantages of a capacity

classification, to informally take into account much of our experi-

ence of systems of interest. It is here that the total experiences

of those involved in classification play an important role.
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Criteria for Integrated
Biogeoclimatic Classification

Classification systems share with theories at least two pro-

perties. They are hypothesis-like and they are instrumental: they

order our empirical experiences, and in this and other ways they

serve as tools. Now in no simple way are either theories or clas-

sifications falsifiable or confirmable--neither are hypothesis,

which are always contingent on other matters that might be stated

as further hypothesis or assumptions. And, of course, in their

tool-like capacity, the truth or falsity of theories and classifi-

cations is irrelevant.

In general, then, the overall criterion for a classification

in its hypothesis-like mode is that there be concordance or harmo-

nious and rule-like relation between the classification and empiri-

cal experience. The general criterion for the tool-like mode can

only be utility: Does the classification facilitate attainment oJ

the goals and objectives for which it was designed? It is here

that careful specification of the goals and objectives of a classi-

fication system being developed can later provide criteria for its

evaluation.

Classification should, of course, in some sense conform to the

more particular criteria of theories and other explanations.

Rather generally these can be stated as internal consistency,

external adequacy, explanatory power, heuristic power, and aesthe-

tic appeal. Perhaps as a further elaboration of these general

criteria, we should specify theoretical adequacy, dimensional
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adequacy, relational adequacy, and empirical adequacy for manage-

merit (Warren 1979). It is here that there should be continuous

evaluation of any classification system, for in this there is the

potential for advances in understanding.



A THEORY FOR INTEGRATED BIOGEOCLINATIC

CLASSIFICATION

Natural-Cultural Theory

14

A conceptual framework is a relatively high level cognitive

structure from which more specific genera]. theories can be derived.

The organismic conceptual framework discussed here has lead to a

theory of natural-cultural
systems (Warren 1981 pers. comm.). From

this theory both models of natural-cultural systems and the forms

for an integrated classification of natural-cultural systems are

derived. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the concep-

tual framework, the theory of natural-cultural systems, and the

form of integrated
biogeoclimatic classification, which will be

presented in the next chapter.

The axioms of the theory of natural-cultural systems are as

follows:

Axiom 1. "Any natural-cultural system tends to be in con-
cordance with a coextensive, codetermining envi-
ronmental system.

Axiom 2. Persistence and distribution of any natural-
cultural system depend on development, evolution,
and maintexanc'i of present and probable future
concordance of its capacities as well as its
performances with those of its environmental
system.

Axiom 3. Any natural-cultural system is incorporated
into a system of interpenetrating natural-cultural
systems tending to be in concordance.
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ORGANISMIC
CON CEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK

THEORY OF
NATURAL- CULTURAL

SYSTEMS

GENERAL MODEL OF
NATURAL-CULTURAL

SYSTEMS\

FORM OF
MODELS OF CLASSIFICATION

NATURAL-CULTURAL NATURAL-CULTURAL
SYSTEMS SYSTEMS

Figure 1. The relationships leading from the organismic conceptual
framework to either a form of classification or models of natural-
cultural systems.
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Axiom 4. Potential capacities, realized capacities, and
performances of any natural-cultural system are
determined by the organization of the natural-
cultural system, the organization of its environ-
mental system, and the organization of the encom-
passing system of natural-cultural systems."

Definition 1. "The organization of any natural-cultural
system or environmental system entail the incor-
poration, concordance, and interpenetration of the
capacities and environments as well as the perfor-
mances of its subsystems."

Corallary 1. "Development and evolution of any natural-
cultural system, or change in its organization and
thus its capacities and performances, are deter-
mined by its organization, the organization of its
environment, and the organization of its encompas-
sing system of natural-cultural systems."
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Implications for a Form of Classification of Natural-Cultural

Systems

The axioms of this theory provide a conception of natural-

cultural systems that has certain implications for their classi-

fication. Fundamentally, the assumption that the persistence and

distribution of any natural-cultural system depend on present and

future concordance between the environment and the capacity of the

system implies that classification of natural-cultural systems

should proceed, at least in part, according to their capacities and

not simply their performances. The ideal differentiae for the

classification of natural-cultural systems are capacity characteri-

zations.

According to Axiom 4 and Definition 1, the capacity of a

natural-cultural system is at least in part dependent upon its

organization, which entails the incorporation, concordance and

interpenetration of the capacities and environments as well as the

performances of its subsystems. In this view, the ecosphere is not.

an object that is comprised of separat& immutable objects. But,

for conceptional convenience, the ecosphere can be described in

terms of its natural-cultural systems. In a similar manner, any

natural-cultural system is recognized as an integrated unit of

interpenetrating subsystems. These subsystems, their environments,

and capacities are not discrete and separable but can be described

to facilitate modeling and classifying natural-cultural systems.

in this regard, the capacity of a natural-cultural system can be
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represented in terms of the capacities of its subsystems.

According to the theory, any natural-cultural system tends to

be in concordance with its coextensive and codetermining environ-

ment. Furthermore, its persistence and distribution depend on

probable future concordance of its capacities and performances with

those of its environmental system. Even the capacity of the

natural-cultural system depends, in part, on the organization of

the environmental system in which it has developed. This implies

that natural-cultural systems should be classified not only accord-

ing to their capacities but also according to the capacities of

their environmental systems. The capacities of natural-cultural

systems and the capacities of their environmental systems are, the

ideal differentiae for classification, at least in this theoretical

perspective.

The assumption that any natural-cultural system is incorpo-

rated into a system of interpenetrating natural-cultural systems

that are in concordance implies that for a form of classification

system to reflect these relationships it should organize classifi-

cation units in a nested hierarchy, in which similar classification

units at one level are grouped to comprise the next higher cate-

gory. The higher category represents a higher level natural-

cultural system. Also, the nested hierarchy provides a means of

symbolizing the coextensive and codetermining environmental system.

In conclusion, the theory of natural-cultural systems implies

that both the capacity of the system, which can be recognized in

terms of the capacities of its subsystems, and the capacity of the
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coextensive enviroent should be used to determine the classes of

natural-cultural Systems. These classes should be placed in a

hierarchy of subsuming natural-cultural systems.
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A FORM FOR INTEGRATED
BIOGEOCLIMATIC CLASSIFICATION

To facilitate articulation of a form for integrated biogeocli-

niatic classification consistent with the organismic conceptual

framework as well as the theory of natural-cultural systems ad-

vanced, a conceptual model of natural-cultural systems and their

environments as understood in this theoretical perspective will be

helpful. This conceptual framework and this theory are, fundamen-

tally, general systems theories on two different levels of abstrac-

tion. Before proceeding to a classification system, we need a

general systems model that is less abstract than the theory of

natural-cultural systems. This conceptual model should be an

"ecosystem" model in the broadest sense.

Major (1951) employed essentially the same determinants and

functional notation for vegetation that Jenny (1941) had earlier

employed for soil. In a somewhat more inclusive and generalized

form, we can similarly define a natural-cultural system as a func-

tion of five subsystems and its environment: Substrate (S),

Climate (Cl), Water (WY, Culture (C), and Biota (B), and Environ-

ment (ENV), so that:

Natural-cultural
= f ( , c, W, B, C, ENVSystem

These primary subsystems have performances, capacities, and secon-

dary and tertiary sets of subsystems. Each of the five primary

subsystems is affected by the other primary subsystems and by the

human (h), organismic (o), hydrologic (y), geologic/geomorpholo-
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gic (g) and atmospheric (a) performances of the environment of the

natural-cultural system. The natural-cultural system is embedded

in a system of natural-cultural systems, each of which is defined

just as is the natural-cultural system of interest in the above

equation. This system of natural-cultural systems is the coexten-

sive environment (ENV) of the natural-cultural system, upon which

our attention is focused. These relationships are illustrated in

Figures 2 and 3.

According to the theory of natural-cultural systems, such

systems should be classified on the basis of their capacities and

those of their environments:

Natural-cultural
Natural-cultural Environmental \classification =
(system capacity, system capacity)unit

The capacity of a system can be expressed as some function of

the capacities of its subsystems:

C
Natural-cultural

= f Cl, Wcap Bcapl capsystem capacity

A natural-cultural classification unit may be symbolized:

Natural-cultural
- f[(S ,Cl ,W ,B ,C ),(ENV Hclass ificatiort cap cap cap cap cap cap

unit

Natural-cultural systems can theoretically be associated in classi-

fication according to the capacities of their subsystems. No two

natural-cultural systems or any other systems are exactly alike.
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Figure 2. Kinetic diagram of a natural-culLural system and its environment.
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Figure 3. A natural-cultural system symbolized in terms of its primary (10) and secondary (2°)subsystems.
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But similar natural-cultural systems can be placed in the same

class. In this respect, this integrated biogeoclirnatic classifica-

tion system is associative.

Each natural-cultural system is embedded in a more or less

unique environment consisting of the system of surrounding natural-

cultural system. (Fig. 2B). There is a regional framework that

provides a structure in which the natural-cultural systems are

placed by association (Wright 1972). This forms the system of

systems to which a particular natural-cultural system belongs and

which forms the next higher level in the classification hierarchy.

Two natural-cultural systems having similar subsystems but dif-

ferent environmental systems would be placed in different classes.

In this respect the form of this integrated classification system

is divisive.

A natural-cultural system at the ecosystem level--the level of

the individual biotic community--is relatively homogeneous with

respect to its subsystems (i.e., there is one kind of Substrate,

one kind of Biota, etc.). Higher level natural-cultural systems

become more heterogeneous with respect to their subsystems. For

example, there may be many kinds of communities comprising the

Biota subsystem of a, high level natural-cultural system. Such a

heterogeneous mosaic of subsystems can be represented as a function

of its components. If the geographic area of a mountain range is

the natural-cultural system of interest, the climatic subsystem is

a function of all the different climates there:

Cl= Cl1 = Cll1 = f (Cl1, Cl2, Cl3, . .Cl)
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The subsystems S1, B1, etc. will not necessarily follow the

same spatial pattern in the natural-cultural system. But when all

the subsystems are considered simultaneously, a mosaic of tesseras

is created so that each tessera has a particular

S ,Cl ,W ,B ,andCcap. cap. capk cap1 capm

An upper level natural-cultural classification unit can then be

symbolized:

Natural-cultural
= f S , , Wclassification cap11 cap11 cap11

unit
B ,C ),(ENV
cap cap cap

all all

Upper level natural-cultural classification units are grouped

according to the mosaic of such capacity tesseras. The terminology

used in naming the different hierarchical levels for integrated

biogeoclimatic classification is essentially the same as that

Bailey (1976) used to distinguish hierarchical levels of his Ecore-

gions, but the criteria and classfication procedures are different.

The names for the hierarchical levels are: Domain, Division,

Province, Section, District, Landtype Association, Landtype, and

Site. This terminology was adopted after Warren and Bailey agreed

to align the two approaches as much as possible (pers. comm. 1981).

A Site is a natural-cultural classification unit at the eco-

system, or biotic community, level; it is a unit distinguishable

from other such units at the Site spacial hierarchical level.

Site = f [(S ,C1 ,W ,B ,C ), (ENV )j$ cap cap cap cap cap capClass
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A Landtype consists of a group of related sites, so that it may be

noted functionally:

f[(S ,ClLandtype = (Site1)
i cap11 capall au.

capClass

B ,C ),(ENV ))cap cap capall all

In the same manner a Landtype Association consists of a group of

related Landtypes and can be noted functionally:

Landtype = f (Landtype ) = f [(S , Cl
1-n la cap capAssociation all all

Class

W ,B ,C ),(ENV )}cap11 cap11 capall cap

District = f(Landtype = f [(S , Cl , W
d cap cap capClass Association ) all all all1-n

B ,C ),(ENV )],cap cap cap
all all

Section = f(District ) = f [(S , Cl , W
cap1 n sec cap capall allClass all

B ,C ),(Erv )],cap11 capall cap

Province = f(Section ) = f [(S , Cl , W
Class 1-n p cap11 capall capall

B ,C ), (ENV )],cap cap cap
all all

Division = f(Province1) = f [(S , Cl , W
div cap

1
cap , cap11Class al alj.

B ,C ),(ENV )]cap cap capall all
[(S ,ClDomain = f(DiVSiOfli_n) dom cap11 all aL.cap cap ,

B ,C ),(ENV )].cap11 cap11 cap
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Classification of a natural-cultural system at any level of

the spatial hierarchy from Site to Domain requires determining the

capacity of that system (perhaps by determining and integrating the

capacities of its subsystems) and the capacity of its environment.

This is, of course, only theoretically so. Empirically we must

deal more nearly with performances, states, structures, yields, or

changes in these, to approach, as nearly as we can, the capacity of

the natural-cultural system of interest. To a considerable extent,

this will entail methodologies of extant classification systems.
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THE FORMS OF MORE PARTICULAR CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS

Logical unification of extant systems of classifying climates,

waters, substrates, and biotas in a biogeoclimatic classification

system can aid understanding even when particular classification

systems continue to be used, as will generally be so. And such

logical unification makes available the methodologies and knowledge

of other systems in support of any one system, as well as for

unified biogeoclimatic classification. Prior to informally estab-

lishing logical relations among selected classification systems,

their forms will be outlined. The following systems are reviewed:

Koppen's (Trewartha 1943; Strahier and Strahler 1978) climatic

classification, Thornthwaite's (1931; Trewartha 1943) climatic

classification, Hammond's (1964) landform classification, Wood and

Snell's (1960) landform classification, Kuchier's (1964) classif i-

cation of vegetation,
Daubeninire's (1952) landscape classes accord-

ing to vegetation, various physiographic province classifications

(Fenneman 1931, 1938; Loomis 1937; Atwood 1940; Hunt 1974), Land

Systems Inventory (Wertz and Arnold 1972; Wendt et al. 1975),

Bailey's (1976, 1978) classification of Ecoregions, National Site

Classification System (Merkel et al. 1980), and classification of

culture. For each classification
system, objectives, form, and

applications will be briefly noted, insofar as possible.
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Kopen: Climatic Classification

In 1918 Koppen created
a classification system in which the

boundaries of geographic units are determined on the basis of

annual and monthly means of temperature and precipitation so that

the units coincide approximately with major vegetation formations

(Trewartha 1943; Strahier and Strahier 1978). Koppen'S divisive

system has been widely modified and revised, but also generally

accepted. His climatic nomenclature is in standard use over the

world (Trewartha 1943). A modification by Trewartha (1943) is used

by Bailey (1976) to delineate his Division and Domain boundaries

(Ellis et al. 1977). Koppents system with the Trewartha (1943)

modifications is as follows:

Climatic Groups Groups are designed to correspond to five

(5)
principle vegetation formation types.

Climatic Subgroups Climatic Subgroups are determined by tempera-

ture and precipitation differences.

Climatic Types Climatic types are determined by seasonal

distributions of temperature and precipita-

tion (Trewartha 1943; Strahler arid Strahier

1978).
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Thornthwaite: Climatic Classification

Thornthwaite (1931) also developed a quantitative climatic

classification system that is based on temperature and precipita-

tion (Trewartha 1943). Since these factors are effectively tied to

the soil-water balance, Thornthwaite's system is useful in assess-

ing conditions favorable to the growth of plants. Strahier and

Strahier (1978) modified Thornthwaite's system, and Bailey (1976)

used Thornthwaite's 1931 (Trewartha 1943) map (scale 1:20,000,000)

to identify Domain boundaries for Ecoregions of the United States

(Ellis et al. 1977).

In Thornthwaite's classification, each region is identified by

its values for three climatic factors:

Precipitation Precipitation effectiveness equals the sum

effectiveness of the monthly precipitation/evaporation

(5 classes) values.

Temperature Temperature efficiency is calculated as the

efficiency sum of the monthly ratios of temperature!

(6 classes) evaporation.

Seasonal

distribution of

precipitation

(4 classes)
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Theoretically there are 120 permutations of possible climatic

types, but Thornthwaite listed only 32 types in his classification

(Trewartha 1943). Among the eight main climatic groups, five

emphasize precipitation and three emphasize temperature (Trewartha

and Horn 1980).

Hammond: Landform Classification

Hammond conceived of landform as a geometry (Zakrzewska 1967).

His (1964) northjerarchjcal classification of the conterminous

United States (scale 1:5,000,000) relies on classes of the factors

listed below, coded to characterize landform units. Theoretically

there are 96 classes of landform possible with Hammond's technique,

but his 6 mile diameter units fall into 21 classes of landforms

(Zakrzewska 1967). Bailey (1976) has adopted Hammond's map (1964)

as the primary determinant of the District level boundaries for his

Ecoregions.

Index of slope There are four classes of ranges of the

inclination percentages of land area having a slope

(4 classes) of less than eight degrees. Slope is used

to make the first divisive grouping.

Vertical This measures local relief as the maximum

dimension difference in elevation (Hammond 1964).

(6 classes) It is used to make the second divisive

grouping.
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General profile Profile characteristic is an expression

characteristic of vertical arrangement, described as the

(4 classes)
relative proportions of gently inclined

land in the upper and lower halves of the

elevation range (Hammond 1964). It is used

to make the third divisive grouping

(Zakrzewska 1967; Hammond 1964).

Wood and Snell: Lartdform Classification

Wood and Snell (1960) developed a quantitative method for

classifying landforms. Four hundred and thirteen individual areas

in a 100,000 square mile section of Central Europe (map scale

1:100,000) were associated into 25 regions, by means of identical

scores based on the six following characteristics. The intergrade

areas were associated according
to priorities established by the

listed significance values.

Grain Grain is a measure of the texture of the

topography. It depends on the spacing of the

major ridges and valleys. Grain is deter-

mined graphically from the relationship

between relief and horizontal distance, and

it establishes the sample size over which the

other factors are measured.
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Relief Relief is the elevation difference between

(R)
the highest and lowest points within the

sample area. The significance is 5.

Average The average elevation is calculated by

Elevation using nine points within the sample area.

(E)
The significance is 3.

Elevation-relief Elevation-relief is a quantitative measure

ratio of generalized profiles. It measures the

(ER)
proportion of upland and lowland within an

area, where L = the lowest point.

Significance is 6.

ER=ERL ,O<ERc1.

Average Slope Average slope is the mean angle of surface

slope away from the horizontal. It is the

feature most likely to differentiate

areas. The significance is 1.

Slope direction This describes the number of ridges and

changes valleys encountered on the length of a

traverse. The significance is 2.
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Kuchier: Classification of Vegetation

'1

In 1964 Kuchier presented a manual and a nonhierarchical map

(scale 1:3,168,000) of Potential Natural Vegetation of the Con-

terminous United States. Potential Natural Vegetation is the

vegetation that would exist today if man and his works were removed

and the succession to climax were telescoped into a single moment;

it is an indicator of the landscape's character. Vegetation is a

mosaic of phytocoenoses or plant communities. According to

Kuchier, a plant community, which is a concrete, clearly identif i-

able unit as well as an abstract conceptual unit, is that part of

the vegetation that is relatively uniform in structure and floris-

tic composition (Kuchier 1967; Ellis et al. 1977). Classifying

vegetation requires identifying individual vegetation units

(Kuchier 1973).

For each Potential Natural Vegetation Type shown on the map

and listed in the manual, the following information is given: 1.

title of vegetation type (genera of 1-3 dominate plants), 2. type

physiognomy, 3. common dominant species, 4. other community compo-

nents, 5. occurrence of type, and 6. representative photograph of

type.

Kuchler's map has been used by Bailey (1976) for his Ecore-

gions, by the USDA Forest Service as the standard for the 1967

nation-wide Forest Survey, and by Garrison et al. (1977). Accord-

ing to Bailey et al. (1978), Kuchier's map is the only one suitable
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for evaluating vegetation on the national scale. His manual has

been adopted as the guide for making Subformation descriptions in

the Vegetation Component of the National Site Classification

System.

Daubenmire: Landscape Classes according to Vegetation

In Daubenmire's (1952) hierarchical, associative classifica-

tion system, landscapes are classified primarily according to their

potentials to support different climax vegetations. Potential

vascular vegetation at climax is the differentia, although certain

environmental factors, such as slope, aspect, altitude, and soil

characteristics (Pfister and Arno 1980) are used as accessory

characteristics (Daubenmire 1952). Daubenmire (1968) assumes that

climax vegetation reflects the total environment as a joint expres-

sion of climate, topography, and soils.

According to Daubenmire (1952, 1966), vegetation forms identi-

fiable community units, not a continuum. The smallest structural

unit in a community is the union, which includes a population of

one species or populations of several species that have very simi-

lar ecological requirements. An Association, which is the basic

vegetation classification unit, is a combination of two or more

unions of vascular plants inhabiting the same area simultaneously.

The term Association is applied only to climax communities, growing

on uniform sites (Daubenmire 1952).
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The hierarchical levels of Daubenmire's (1952) landscape

classification are as follows:

Habitat Type P Habitat Type includes all parts of the land-

scape that one climax Association could or

does occupy. Habitat Types are discontinuous

units.

Zone A Zone is the area occupied or potentially

occupied by a group of closely related Asso-

ciations. It is an area of a uniform macro-

climate.

Province A Province describes an area of similar

zones, having a common and distinctive geolo-

gic history, forming a distinctive geographic

unit, and exhibiting strong lines of taxono-

mic homogeneity.

Region A Region includes areas, in different parts

of the world, in which the climatic climax

Associations have a common characteristic

physiognmony. A Region is associated with a

common climatic regime. Essentially, it is a

formation class.
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Physiographic Provinces

Physiographic Provinces have been described by a number of

geographers. In general, the term Physiographic Province has been

applied to units of land that are joint expressions of a number of

identified environmental factors.

Fenneman (1931, 1938) divides the United States into Provinces,

which are physical units, and Sections, which are of particular

topographic types. Then he describes the general geomorphology and

the resources of the Provinces and the characteristics, boundaries,

and geologic histories of the sections.

Loomis (1937) describes the physiography of the United States

by delineating: 1. Divisions, which are major centers of uplift

with a unified geologic history, 2. Provinces, which are areas with

similar surface characteristics, and 3. Sections which are defined

on the basis of finer,
local differences in topography. According

to Loomis, an understanding of the landforms depends on an under-

standing of climate. Most of his work emphasizes Provinces, for

which he presents general geologic histories as well as descrip-

tions and geologic histories of their specific landforms.

In order to provide a context for regional studies on the

influence of the environment on economic and cultural development,

Atwood (1940) regionalized the United States into uniform areas or

Provinces according to topography. He described each Province as a

whole, and then he described the major relief features, the geolo-

gic structure and materials, the geomorphic history, and features

of its economic and cultural development.
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Hunt (1974) divided the United States and Canada into 11 major

Divisions and 40 physiographic Provinces. According to Hunt, the

basic differences between various parts of the land surface are

geological, structural differences. These may be accentuated by

differences in climate, which governs geomorphic processes. Hunt's

Province has a distinctive structural framework, determined by

bedrock which gives rise to distinctive landforms with particular

climatic, vegetation, soils, water, and other resource and cultural

patterns. He describes the environmental factors and resources of

the Provinces, their structure, boundaries, subdivisions, soils,

water, and mineral resources as well as management considerations.

The Land Systems Inventory

The Land Systems Inventory was developed by the soils staff of

the Intermountain Region of the USDA Forest Service (Wertz and

Arnold 1972), revised (Wendt et al. 1975), and adapted and imple-

mented by many of the National Forests. The theoretical basis of

the Land Systems Inventory is that landforms, soils, and vegeta-

tion, the Manifest Components, are products of the interactions

through time of climate with geologic structure and lithology, the

Basic Components.

The Land Systems Inventory has seven hierarchical levels. The

upper three levels are defined by the Basic Components and the

lower four levels are defined by reoccurring patterns of the

Manifest Components (Wertz and Arnold 1972; Ellis et al. 1977).
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According to Wendt et al. (1975), classification units, which are

keyed to visually recognizable land features, are delineated by

combining field sampling with aerial photo interpretation and other

data sensing techniques.
Each classification unit is interpreted

for management opportunities, constraints, and hazards for timber,

water, forage, wildlife, road building, recreation, and fire man-

agement.

A summary of the hiearchical units follows:

Province A Province is an area of similar structure

and climate and has a common geomorphic

history. Provinces are delineated according

to landform patterns and climate as expressed

by broad vegetation patterns. Provinces are

1,000 square miles or more and they are

appropriately mapped at scales of 1:1,000,000

or larger. Information about Provinces is

appropriate for national data summaries

(Wertz and Arnold 1972).

Section A Section is a component of a Province.

It delineates differences between land units

primarily by topographic patterns but also by

vegetation and soil development patterns and

climate. Sections are typically 100-1,000

square miles and are mapped at 1:500,000-
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1:1,000,000. This level is appropriate for

national and regional planning and data

summary (Wertz and Arnold 1972).

Subsection Subsections delineate the major parts of

sections. A Subsection is the smallest unit

that can be described using the criteria of

geologic factors and climate. The appropri-

ate mapping scale is 1:250,000-1:500,000. A

Subsection typically has an area of 25-100

square miles (Wertz and Arnold 1972).

Landtype This is the broadest level defined by land

Association form, soils, and vegetation. Landtype

Associations are typically 1-25 square miles

and are mapped at a scale of 1:60,000-

1:125,000. This level is most commonly used

for land use planning within National Forests.

Landtype Associations are often grouped into

land capability groups having similar timber,

forage, and water capabilities and responses

(Wertz and Arnold 1972; Wendt et al. 1975).

Landtypes Landtypes are visually identifiable units

resulting from homogeneous geomorphic and

climatic processes. They are units of land
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estimated to have common capabilities,

hazards and opportunities in respect to anti-

cipated demands imposed on the land. Land-

types are units 0.1-2 square miles and are

mapped at a scale of 1:30,000-1:60,000. They

are appropriate for comprehensive planning

(Wertz and Arnold 1972; Burkhart and Wigger

1978).

Landtype phase These units are components of Landtypes.

They are typically 0.01-0.1 square miles and

are mapped at 1:15,000-1:30,000. Landtype

phases are appropriate as a basis for project

development and detailed planning (Wertz and

Arnold 1972).

Site This level represents the final integration

of environmental factors. Sites are defined

and characterized by soil polypedons and a

discrete plant community. They are not

delineated on a map (Wertz and Arnold 1972).

Bailey: Classification of Ecoregions

Bailey (1976) presented a map (map scale 1:7,500,000) and

descriptions of Ecoregions of the United States as an experiment in
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classifying the major ecological divisions of the country. His

manual (Bailey 1978) describes the dominant physical and biological

characteristics of the classification units on the map. AnEcore-
gion is a biogeographical unit that occupies a continuous area of

any size. It is characterized by the presence of one or more :

ecological associations, distinct flora, fauna, climate, landform,

and soil. Ecoregions have specific potentials for biological

production. Bailey uses biocliinatic criteria to determine the

higher levels of a geographic hierarchy and geologic and geomorphic

criteria for the lower levels.

This divisive system has been adapted from Crowley (1967) and

Wertz and Arnold (1972). The following is the form of Bailey's

(1976, 1978) Ecoregion
Classification System:

Domain A Domain is a subcontinental area

of broad climatic similarity iden-

tified by zonal heat and water

balance criteria.

Division
Divisions are parts of a Domain

distinguished by differences in

macroclimate, generally according

to the basic climatic types of
V1

Koppen. Bailey modified two maps

to delineate Domains and Divisions:

Koppen's climatic map of the world
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(Trewartha 1943) and Thornthwaite's

(1931) climatic map of North

Pmterica.

Province
Provinces are parts of a Division

identified by bioclimatic and soils

criteria at the level of vegetation

formations and soil orders (Soil

Survey Staff 1975). Mountainous

Ecoregions are distinguised from

lowlands at this level. Kuchier's

potential vegetation map (1964) was

modified to delineate provinces.

Section
Sections are parts of a Province

with a single climatic vegetation

climax at the level of Kuchier's

(1964) potential vegetation type

and with related soils at the

suborder level.

District
Districts are parts of a Section

identified by landform types ac-

"

cording to Hammond (1964).
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Landtype Association Landtype Associations are areas

identified by a pattern of Land-

types developed through particular

geomorphic processes.

Landtype
Landtypes are parts of a Landtype

Association with a uniform combina-

tion of soils at the level of soil

series and potential vegetation at

the Association Level (Daubenmire

1968).

Landtype Phase Landtype Phase is a spacio-temporal

unit of Landtype with a uniform

combination of soil Series and

uniform stage of plant succession.

Site A site is a part of a Landtype

having a community homogenous in

appearance, potential to produce

biomass, limitations to use, and

responses to management techniques.

Only the four highest hierarchical levels are delineated on

Bailey's (1976) map, although District boundaries have been estab-

lished by others (Earth Satellite Corporation 1975). Bailey's
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regionalization facilitates national resource planning as well as

retrieval, organization, and interpretation of resource inventory

data (Bailey 1978). This system of Ecoregions is being considered

as a preliminary means of ordering the components of the National

Site Classification System.

The National Site Classification System

The National Site Classification System has been developed

through a five agency (Forest Service, Soil Conservation Service,

Fish and Wildlife Service, Bureau of Land Managements, and Geologi-

cal Survey) cooperative effort to meet various legislative require-

ments concerning the inventory and classification of natural re-

sources over the United States (Merkel et al. 1980). The purpose

of the system is to provide a framework for describing land that

maximizes information exchange between management agencies. This

is to be done by means of a hierarchical
classification system with

categories based on quantifiable traits of natural features of the

landscape (Merkel et al. 1980).

The National Site Classification System consists of a Vegeta-

tion Component, a Soil Component, a Landform Component, and an

Aquatic Component. In this classification, each of the physical

and biotic components of an ecosystem are classified separately,

and only those components that directly apply to a particular prob-

lem are used to solve that problem (Terrell et al. 1980).
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At present, the Soil Component and the Vegetation Component

have been adopted by the Interagency Team. The Aquatic Component

is in draft form, and the Landform Component is being developed.

Each component is treated separately in this thesis.

Because each component is classified separately and has its

own hierarchy, there is no necessary correspondence between the

hierarchical levels of the different components. A method must be

established to integrate the applicable components for problem

solving and management. Bailey's (1976) System of Ecoregions has

been provisionally considered as a template for the hierarchical

ordering of the various
components (Merkel et al. 1980). In this

approach, Bailey's system is used to name levels of Ecological

Response Units.

An Ecological Response Unit is a distinct unit of land that

includes a taxon from each applicable component, at roughly the

same hierarchical level, in the classification system. The exact

procedure for integrating these units is still being developed. As

conceived, an Ecological Response Unit can be mapped and will

respond in a predictable manner to management manipulations. The

draft document (Merkel et al. 1980) discusses the utility of Ecolo-

gical Response Units and some of the mapping and naming considera-

tions.
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National Site Classification System: Vegetation Component

The 1980 draft of the Vegetation Component of the National

Site Classification System is a seven level, hierarchical system

based on potential natural vegetation. The upper four levels are

based on the 1973 UNESCO classification system, which is very

similar to the system developed for the International Biological

Program. The lower three levels have been defined for this system.

The hierarchical levels according to Merkel et al. (1980) are:

Formation Class Formation class is based on physiognomy

5 world wide) and general structure of arrangement of

plant biomass in space.

Formation Subclass Different criteria are used for

(19 world wide) different Formations.

Formation Group Formations are grouped according to

(53 world wide) generalized climatic modifications such

as tropical, subtropical and drought and

heat tolerance.

Formation Formations are grouped according to

(166 world wide) vegetation form, such as tree shape or

growth form of grasses.
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Subformation Subformations are defined by life

(123 in U.S.) forms and taxa; they are recognized by

the major genera in their plant communi-

ties.

Series
These are groups of plant associations

with common dominant climax species.

Dominant Climax species are determined

by height, percent foliar cover, and

regional distribution.

Association An association is a plant community of

definite composition, presenting uniform

appearance and growing under uniform

habitat conditions. The criteria are

floristics and foliar cover. It is

named by the dominant species in each of

the life form layers.

Kuchier's (1964) manual is indicated as the guide for develop-

ing Subforination descriptions. The subforxnation level is potential-

ly important for reporting national statistics on natural resource

assessments (Merkel et al. 1980).
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National Site Classification System: Soil Component

In 1975, the Soil Survey Staff published "Soil Taxonomy: A

Basic System of Soil Classification for Making and Interpreting

Soil Surveys," which is commonly known as the "Seventh Approxima-

tion." It has been adopted as a Component of the National Site

Classification System and by other nations and is used as an inter-

national reference.

According to the Soil Taxonomy, soil is a dynamic system with

soil morphology reflecting the influences of generative environmen-

tal factors. Thus relationships are to be seen between classes of

soils and the natural and cultural environment. The strong inter-

dependence between soil systems and plant systems is stressed to

the extent that, for purposes of classification, soil is defined as

a collection of bodies on the earth's surface that contains living

matter and supports or is capable of supporting plants out-of-doors

(Soil Survey Staff 1975).

The Soil Classification
is hierarchical and divisive. The

differentiae are primarily soil properties that are observable in

the field, influence plant growth, and seem to derive directly from

soil genesis. Properties are choosen so that an undisturbed soil

and its cultivated equivalent remain in the same category, unless

the capability of the soil has been changed.

Although soil properties are continuous, soil is conceived of

as a mosaic of individual units having distinctive features (Soil
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Survey Staff 1975; Gersmehl 1977). A pedon, a three dimensional

body of soil one to ten meters square, has been established as the

basic sampling unit and the operational research unit for soil

science (Soil Survey Staff 1975; Pavlik and Hole 1977). A polypedon

is the individual classification unit. It is a unit of contiguous

pedons having similar responses to management for growing plants,

to engineering, and to other uses requiring monetary investment

(Soil Survey Staff 1975).

The Soil Taxonomy has six hierarchical levels and an elaborate

system of nomenclature, which reflects the properties of the soil

and its position in the hierarchy. Every polypedon is assigned to

categories according to the following:

Orders Orders are based on evidence of sets of

(10) processes believed to be the dominant

forces in shaping the character of the

soil. Each order has unique properties,

chosen to exclude all soils belonging to

other Orders. The criteria are:

1. gross composition

2. degree of horizon development

3. degrees of weathering as cation ex-

change capacity or as percent base

saturation

4. presence or absence of certain diag-

nostic horizons.
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Suborders
The differentiae differ with each

(47)
Suborder.

Great Groups
Within Suborders soils are grouped

(185)
according to:

1. kind, degree, and arrangement of

horizon expression

2. close similarities in soil moisture

and temperature regimes

3. similarities in base status

Subgroups Th

(970) in

1.

2.

3.

re are three kinds of Subgroups with-

each Great Group. These are:

those which follow the concept of

the Great Group,

the intergrades,

the extragrades.

Families Families within a Subgroup have similar

(4500) physical and chemical properties that

affect their responses to management or

other manipulation.
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Series The differentiae used to define Series

(10,500 in U.S.) are the same as for the higher categor-

ies but the range of variation is nar-

rower. Every polypedon can be classi-

fied into a particular soil Series, but

each Series typically includes more than

one polypedon. Polypedons are taken to

be identifiable units, but Series are

abstract units.

National Site Classification System: Aquatic Component

The Aquatic Strategy Group has presented a draft of the Aquatic

Component (Terrel et al. 1980) of the National Site Classification

System, but at this writing the document is still in review. As

drafted, the Aquatic Component is a hierarchical classification of

surface freshwater and salt water systems. The Aquatic Component is

intended to classify aquatic systems and subsystems on the basis of

hydrological and chemical characteristics as these affect habitats

(Terrell et al. 1980). According to the authors, no existing wetland

or aquatic classification system met the requirements for the National

Site Classification System, although two systems (Anderson et al.

1976; Cowardin et al. 1979) were used extensively in developing the

Aquatic Component. The resultant five level system uses ranges of

various quantifiable characteristics to classify aquatic systems as

follows:
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Level I Marine These categories have been adopted from

Estuarine Cowardin et al. (1979). The Marine

Riverine system is not extended below Level I.

Lacustrirte

Palustrine

Perennial Ice This category has been adopted from

or Snow Anderson et al. (1976).

Terrestrial This category has been adopted to

include all nonwetland nonaquatic

habitats except ephemeral riverine or

lacustrine systems.

Level II This Level establishes divisions according to water

permanence. The Estuarine and Terrestrial Systems

do not have Level II divisions.

Level III Level III lists matrices of physical and chemical

characteristics of aquatic systems for each Level II

division.

Level IV Level IV categorizes according to Site Water Regimes,

by designating the frequency, timing, and duration of

surface inundation as either nontidal water regimes or

tidal water regimes.
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Level V Level V presents further site characteristic matrices

based on physical and chemical characteristics.

The draft document for the Aquatic Component includes all the

definitions and the detailed matrices for Levels III and V. The

document states that Level IV or Level V may be implemented after

considering Level III, according to the needs of the users. All

the matrices were designed so that after the appropriate computer

programs are available, data can be retrieved from the existing

data storage systems of the resource agencies for use in the Aqua-

tic Component of the National Land Classification System (Terrell

et al. 1980).

National Site Classification System: Landform Component

At this writing, the Landform Component of the National Site

Classification System is being developed. A Landform Component,

which classified landform primarily according to its origin and

stage of development, was rejected earlier by the Classification

Work Group. A Landform Strategy Group was formed in March 1979 to

formulate a classification based on actual configuration of the

surface as well as on the genesis of the landforms (Merkel et al.

1980).
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Culture

Most of the preceding classifications were developed within

the context of a particular discipline. Anthropologists and socio-

logists have also devised various classifications of social systems

or cultural phenomena, such as the Outline for Cultural Materials

(Murdock 1961). But, by in large, these systems are appropriate

only for describing the culture of small units such as villages.

There are, to my knowledge, no hierarchical classification systems

for culture analogous to the systems for the other natural-cultural

subsystems. McHarg (1969) integrated social, physical, and biolo-

gical information into plans dealing with local problems in urban

development and land-use planning. Brady et al. (1979) suggested a

means of classifying urban areas that accounts for changes in

capacity owing to urbanization and yet ties the terrain of the

urban area to the rest of the region.

But Culture or a social system, as a natural-cultural subsys-

tern, entails more than the limited factors used in either of these

approaches. I have suggested that the cultural subsystem of the

natural-cultural system outlined earlier might be understood to

have secondary subsystems: 1. biological subsystem, 2. technologi-

cal subsystem, 3. informational subsystem, 4. governmental subsys-

tern, and 5. valuational subsystem.



A CONCEPTUAL UNIFICATION OF BIOGEOCLIMATIC CLASSIFICATION

There are conceptual or informal logical relations between

more particular classification systems and integrated biogeoclima-

tic classification, in that more particular systems can be deduced

from an integrated classification system and integrated classifica-

tion can be synthesized from other systems. Integrated classifica-

tion is theoretically based on similarities in the capacities and

environments of the natural-cultural systems, where:

Natural-cultural
classification = f (Natural-cultural Environmental
unit system capacity, system capacity

and

Natural-cultural = f (S , Cl , W , B , C ), andcap cap cap cap capsystem capacity
S = capacity of substrate subsystem
cap

Cl = capacity of climatic subsystem
cap

W = capacity of water subsystem
cap

B = capacity of biotic subsystem
cap

C = capacity of cultural subsystem
cap

In integrated classification, all the subsystems of natural-

cultural systems theoretically are considered simultaneously. Most

of the more particular classification systems that have been re-

viewed deal mainly with one of the subsystems of natural-cultural

systems, though other subsystems are involved indirectly. The Land

Systems Inventory, Bailey's Ecoregion classification, and the
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National Site Classification
system directly or indirectly involve

more of the major subsystems.

These classifications rely, even theoretically, primarily on

information about states or some potential state of one or more of

the primary, secondary, or tertiary natural-cultural subsystems.

For example, Kuchier's classification system depends on potential

natural-vegetation, which is a potential state of the Biotic sub-

system.

,'

Kuchier' $

classification f ( B
unit

More specifically, it is a potential state description of the

tree-associated, shrub-associated, and herb/grass-associated sub-

systems of the Biotic System. The form of integrated biogeoclima-

tic classification is such that any more particular classification

system can be described in terms of the performances of primary,

secondary, tertiary, or lower level subsystems of natural-cultural

systems.

Theoretically, integrated classification is based on the

capacity of any system and the capacity of its environmental system.

Capacity includes all performances that are possible under all

possible environmental states. Capacity is a theoretical concept

in that it can never be directly or fully evaluated. More particu-

lar classifications are, even theoretically, based on measures or

estimates of a limited numler of states or potential states. A

single state is a performance; potential states are potential
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performances. Potential vegetation, for example, is a potential

state or a potential. performance; it does not include all the

developmental states leading to that particular vegetation climax.

The concept of capacity includes all states and potential states.

More particular classification systems can, then, be seen as

special cases of integrated classification. Understanding the

relationship between a particular classification and integrated

classification involves noting the primary, secondary, or tertiary

natural-cultural subsystems that are used as differentiae in the

particular classification. Then, the information used in classify-

ing is characterized as being, most nearly, descriptive of a state,

states, or capacity. The appropriate level in the hierarchical

structure of the integrated
classification at which to subsume the

particular classification is determined by examining the level of

resolution of the empirical data. For example, Koppen's system of

classification provides some information on the Climate subsystem

at the Domain and Division levels but not at levels much lower than

these.

Informal relations between particular classification systems

and the integrated
biogeoclimatic classification, in terms of

hierarchical position and the primary, secondary, and tertiary

subsystems involved, are identified in the following paragraphs and

tables. Table 1 proposes rough equivalences between the classifica-

tion units of various classification systems and the hierarchical

levels of the integrated form of classification. More precise
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equivalences of these systems cannot be stated until the integrated

system of classification is actually applied to natural-cultural

systems and particular comparisons with other classification units

are made. Table 2 proposes the relationship between the differen-

tiae of the reviewed
classifications and the natural-cultural

system's primary and secondary subsystems.

'I

Koppen

Koppen's classification is subsumed by the integrated classi-

fication at the Domain and Division levels, primarily as a part of

the Climatic subsystem, but also as a part of the Biotic subsystem.

This is because climatic units calculated from long-term means of

temperature and precipitation are defined to roughly coincide with

the tree-, shrub-, and herb/grass-associated secondary subsystems.
I'

Koppen

classification = f ( Cl, B
unit

Thornthwaite

Thornthwaite's climatic classification is subsumed at the

Domain and Division levels in the integrated classification hier-

archy. It is based on calculations on the long-term performances

of precipitation, temperature, and potential evaporation.

Thornthwaite
classification = f ( Cl )

Hammond

Hammond's categories are subsumed at the mid-levels of the

hierarchy of the integrated
classification, say Section, District,



INTEGRATFU

CLASSIFICATION OTHER CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS

UNITS

DOMAIN Koppen: Thornthwaite: Daubenmire's Region: Bailey's Domain:

Vegetation Component's Formation Group

DIVISION
Koppen: Thornthwaitc: Bailey's Division:

Vegetation Component Formation Group

PROVINCE Oaubenmire's Province: Physiographic Provinces: Kijchler: Land Systems inventory's

Province: Soil Taxonomy's Order: Vegetation Component' Fomation, Subformation

SECTION Kiichler: Hammond: Daubenmire's Zone: Physiographic Provinces: L.S.L's Section:

Vegetation Component's Suhformation, Series: Soil Taxonomy's Suborder: Bailey's Section

DISTRICT Wood&SneH: Hammond: Küchler: Dauhenmire's HahitateType: PhysiographicProvinces:

Bailey's District: Vegetation Component's Series: Land Systems Inventory's Subsection

LANUTYPE ASSOCIATION
Hammond: Wood &Snell: Dauhenmire's Habitat Type: Bailey's Landtype Association:

Vegetation Component's Series: MCHarg: LS.L's Landtype Association

LANOTYPE Hammond: Wood&SnelI: Land Systems Inventory's Landtype: Bailey's Landtype
Vegatation Component' Series: Soil Taxonomy's Series: MCHarg

SITE Dauhenmire's Community: Land Systems Inventory's Site: Bailey's Site:

Soil Taxonomy's Series: Vegetation Compouet's Association: MCHarg
Table 1. A rough equivalence in resolution between classification units of various other classificationsystems and the hierarchical levels of the integrated fornt of classification.

0
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or Landtype Association.
His classification is based on present

topography, which is a performance of the Substrate system.

Hammond
classification f ( S )
unit

Wood and Snell

Wood and Snell's categories are subsumed at one or more of the

lower levels in the hierarchy, such as District, Landtype Associa-

tion, or the Landtype. They classify landform according to the

state of 6 topographic performance variables.

Wood and Snell
classification = f (S
unit

St

Kuchler

'I

Kuchier's classes are subsumed at the Province, Section, or

District levels of the integrated hierarchy. His work is based on

the potential climax states of the Biotic subsystems, specifically

the tree-associated, shrub-associated, and herb/grass-associated

subsystems.

It

Kuchier
£ (B)class if ication

unit

Daubemuire

Daubenmire's system has hierarchical levels corresponding

roughly with the Province, Section, Landtype Association, and Site

levels of the integrated classification. Daubenniire's levels are

determined primarily on the basis of the potential climax states of

the tree-associated, shrub-associated, and herb/grass-associated
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secondary subsystems of Biotic system. Information on present

states of Substrate subsystem's topography and soil characteristics

are also taken into account. Daubenmire's Zone is in part deter-

mined by the long-term performances of the Climatic subsystem. And

the Province is defined by the foundation subsystem of Substrate.

Daubenmire
classification f ( B, S, Cl
unit

Physiographic Provinces

Fenneman's (1931; 1938), Loomis' (1937), Atwood's (1940) and

Hunt's (1974) Physiographic Provinces are all subsumed at mid-

levels such as Province, Section or District levels of the inte-

grated classification. These classifications are based on the

Substrate subsystem, especially the topographic performance and the

present and potential states of the foundation and parent material

subsystems.

Physiographic
Provinces f(s)classification
unit

The Land Systems Inventory

The hierarchical Levels of the Land Systems Inventory roughly

correspond to the levels of the integrated system. The differen-

tiae of each level of the Land Systems Inventory are different.

The topographic performance of the Substrate subsystem as well as

the present and potential states of the soil, foundation, and

parent material secondary subsystems are utilized. Long-term

performances of the Climatic subsystem and secondary subsystems and

the potential climax states of the tree-associated, shrub-
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associated, and herb/grass-associated secondary subsystems of the

Biotic subsystem are also taken into account.

Land Systems
Inventory

= f ( Cl, S, B )classification
unit

Soil Taxonomy

The Series level of the Soil Taxonomy is subsumed at the

lowest or Site level of the integrated classification hierarchy.

The Soil Taxonomy classifies soils in a way that almost fully

accounts for the dynamic nature of soils, and it thus approximates

a capacity classification. Soils are secondary subsystem of the

Substrate subsystem.

Soils classification
= f(S)unit

National Site Classification:

Aquatic Component

The Aquatic component is subsumed at low hierarchical levels.

It is based on states or performances of the secondary and tertiary

Water subsystems.

Aquatic Component
= f (W )classification unit

National Site Classification: Vegetation Component

The various levels of the vegetation component are subsumed at

different levels in the integrated classification hierarchy. The

differentiae for this component are the potential climax states of
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the tree-associated, shrub-associated, and herb/grass-associated

subsystems of the Biotic subsystem.

Vegetation Component
f (B)classification unit



APPLICATION OF INTEGRATED CLASSIFICATION TO

NATYJRAL-CULTURAL SYSTEMS

Integrated classification can be applied to natural-cultural

systems through a synthesis of information based on existing parti-

cular classification systems in which additional empirical data

could be incorporated.
Integrated classification can also be

applied in the development of other, more particular classification

systems.

Since this integrated
classification relies on the subsuming

concept of capacity and an inclusive model of natural-cultural

systems, it can be used to deduce an existing or new, more particu-

lar classification system. In general, a new system can be ab-

stracted by first determining the objectives of the system and the

information necessary for its implementation.
That information is

identified as a performance or potential performance of the appro-

priate primary, secondary, or tertiary subsystem. The information

can then be abstracted from the integrated system and new classes

of objects named.

For example, the Soil Taxonomy's Series is very close to what

may be described as the capacity of the natural-cultural secondary

subsystem, Soil (Substrate is the primary subsystem).



Primary Subsysteitis

WATER

CLIMATE

SUBSTRATE

BIOTA

CULTURE
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Natural-Cultural System

Secondary Subsystems

Soil

Nonsoil

Parent Material

Foundation

At the Site level this is represented as:

Natural-cultural
classification

unit = Site
site 1soils cap + Sother

cap'

Cl ,W ,B ,C ),(ENV )]cap cap cap cap site

And so, at the District level it is represented as:

District = f [(S + Sdistrict soils cap other cap
all all

Cl
cap cap cap cap ),

all all all all

(ENV Hdistrict

In the integrated system the District is the fourth hierarchi-

cal level classification unit; it names a particular class of

geographic place. A Great Group is a fourth level category for

kinds of soils. Great Groups are classes of soils that indicate

something about soil properties and genesis but not necessarily

anything about a spatial geographic relationship. A particular

soil classification unit that describes those soils Series that are



geographically and ecologically related as secondary subsystems of

the same District (for example, District A), can be then repre-

sented as:

Soils District A = f [(Soil Series
trict A District A1Dis

Applying integrated classification to natural-cultural systems

through synthesis of other more particular classification systems

involves determining the informal relationships between the parti-

cular systems and the integrated system. In this, special attention

must be given to the geographic hierarchical levels of the particu-

lar classification systems and to definition of the natural-cultural

systems or subsystems they emphasize as well as to the extent to

which defining variables reflect system capacities. Particular

classifications systems are then choosen to characterize, as nearly

as possible, all the natural-cultural subsystems for the hierarchi-

cal levels of interest. The major emphasis in the synthesis process

is determining how adequately the subsystem performances character-

ize the dynamic nature of the system. Those performances that

account for the dynamic nature of a natural-cultural system should

be utilized so that the capacity of the system is represented as

well as possible.

For example, to classify natural-cultural systems at the

Province level, one could use readily available information and

overlay maps (Mcffarg 1969) of the appropriate Section level of

Bailey's Ecoregion map (1976), Daubenmire's Zone, Kuchier's Natural

Potential Vegetation Type, and the Land Systems Inventory's Section



to create a mosaic of tesseras. These are then grouped according

to their similarities so as to form Provinces. Applying integrated

classification is, however, not simply a matter of utilizing exist-

ing classification systems.

According to the form for integrated classification, informa-

tion on all the subsystems must be integrated simultaneously. In

the example above, information on climate and culture is not in-

cluded. There is not an established classification system that

describes climate at this scale, nor is there an appropriate clas-

sification system for culture. There are not enough particular

systems available to fully apply integrated classification by

subsuming existing systems.

Full application of integrated classification to natural-

cultural systems would require additional empirical information

about at least some of the subsystems. An actual application of

integrated classification would be preceded by the development of

certain rules and procedures, perhaps somewhat as follows: 1.

Rules that state the map scale and area ranges that are appropriate

for each of the hierarchical levels. 2. Rules that state the

specific level of resolution that is appropriate to characterize

each subsystem at each of the hierarchical levels. 3. Rules for

modification, so that substitutions can be made without violating

the integrity of the form and theory of integrated classification.

Assuming that these rules are established, application of

integrated classification to natural-cultural systems might proceed

somewhat as follows, whether existing classification systems or

additional empirical information is used:
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1. On the basis of scientific and/or management objectives,

determine the appropriate levels of geographic hierarchy and de-

grees of subsystems to be considered.

2. Determine the appropriate mapping scale.

3. Compile the information for the appropriate subsystems from

an existing classification system or other sources of information.

For example, annual values for a number of climatic variables could

be organized to describe the Climatic subsystem.

4. Represent each set of subsystem information on a separate

map, all subsystem maps having the same scale. Maps of potential

natural vegetation or landform may be mosaics of classes with clear

boundaries. Other subsystem performances may be adequately repre-

sented by maps showing various ranges of performances. According

to Gersmehl (1977), dot maps are the best way to represent soils

that are classified by the Soil Taxonomy.

5. Overlay the subsystem maps (Mcflarg 1969). When the maps

are overlaid, the various intersecting lines form tesseras. Each

tessera is internally consistent for each subsystem performance

considered.

6. Determine the minimum size for tesseras. Those tesseras

smaller than the minimum size are integrated into neighboring

tesseras by adjusting the lines according to predetermined rules.

Because objectives and information change with each classification

project, priority rules probably should be established for each

individual project.
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7. Classes of classification units are established by group-

ing similar tesseras. Computer techniques may be helpful in asso-

ciating tesseras into classification units. Dubes and Jam (1980)

review the theory, methods, and potential problems of using some

different clustering methods. Moral and Long (1977) used agglomera-

tive clustering followed by stepwise multiple discriminate analysis

to classify forest community types. It is assumed that no two

classification units in a class will have precisely the same

tesseras present in exactly the same portions.

8. Ev-aluate the classification system on the basis of success

of use as well as original objectives and criteria. Multivariate

discriminate analysis can be used to display and compare the dif-

ferences between classes of natural-cultural system classification

units. But it should be used to classify or reclassify (Pavlik and

Hole 1977) only with great care. Radloff and Betters (1978) applied

hierarchical agglomerative clustering to 147 sites. The discrimi-

nate functional analysis was used to determine class membership and

canonical ordination was used to further understand the class

distance in coordinate space. Ayoade (1977) and Willmott (1977)

used multivariate techniques to classify according to climatic

variables. Winter (1977) used Principle Component Analysis to

classify hydrologic settings of lakes.
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APPLICATION OF INTEGRATED BIOGEOCLIMATIC CLASSIFICATION

TO SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT

If we take the goal of science to be the continuous advance of

understanding and the goal of resource management to be insuring

the persistence of good natural-cultural systems, we have then to

examine how application of integrated classification is to facili-

tate our approaching these goals. To do so we have first to

examine just what is to be meant by those goals. Then we have to

examine the fundamental nature and potential of the envisioned

classification system.

It seems that we understand something when we grasp it as

being essentially simple, ordered, unified, harmonious in role,

and, perhaps for those very reasons, even beautiful and good. We

cannot suppose that the world is "really" this way, but rather that

understanding in this form tends to bring man into concordance with

his experience. Science, the humanities, and just living are about

this.

we do not suppose that the goal of resource management should

be to produce as much of a particular resource, even on a steady

state basis, as might be possibe. Rather, we are concerned with

human social systems, cultural systems, and the natural systems

upon which they depend. We are concerned with the persistence of

natural-cultural systems, good in the richest and most incorporat-

ing and spacio-temporarily inclusive sense.
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Now the integrated system of classification of natural-

cultural systems we have been considering has been advanced with

the broadest possible goals and objectives, an organismic concep-

tual framework in a Whiteheadian world view, and the taking into

account with the theoretical concepts of capacity and environment

of much of our total experience. Because of the conceptual frame-

work and the theory and form of the classification, it is a systems

classification in the most fundmental sense. This is so even to

the extent that one can move, through functional notation, from the

classification and its variables to systems theory, models, and

their variables. This formal relationship and the many informal

ones it makes apparent are immeasurably important to both science

and resource management, which must utilize classification and

models to achieve their goals.

In a most basic sense, the integrated biogeoclimatic classifi-

cation is a conceptual structure through which we can approach the

scientific goal of understanding and explanation of natural-cultural

systems. Simultaneous consideration of all subsystems of a system

and the system of natural-cultural systems in which it is embedded

facilitates this. The explanation and understanding generated

through study of a natural-cultural system of a class can be ex-

tended to other systems, not as individual isolated units of study,

but as systems sharing similar subsystem capacities and sharing a

common environmental system. In the same manner, a hierarchy of

models can be generated that illustrate the relationships between

I natural-cultural systems in phase space. Because the integrated
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classification system deals with a hierarchy of systems, it also

provides a means of conceptually dealing with the range of varia-

tion in resolution of empirical experience.

The hierarchical system of geographic units, which are the

natural-cultural systems, also can provide a spacial, temporal

template upon which to consider other scientific empirical informa-

tion. In this way the classification system becomes a heuristic

device for ordering empirical experience.

The integrated biogeoclimatic classification system is also

useful in facilitating
management's goal of ensuring the utiliza-

tion and persistence of natural-cultural systems. According to the

theory of natural-cultural systems (Warren 1981, pers. comm.), the

persistence and distribution of a natural-cultural system depends

most on the future concordance of its capacity with the capacity of

its environmental system. An objective of management must be to

protect the capacities of natural-cultural systems and the capaci-

ties of their environments. It is not necessary or even possible

to maintain all systems in undistrubed states, but it is necessary

to manage and maintain capacities. Because natural-cultural systems

and their environments grouped into classes, management plans can

be devised that protect the capacities of classes of systems.

Furthermore, because capacities of all subsystems are considered

simultaneously, such an approach can provide a multiple resource

perspective in the fullest sense.

The template of geographic units, hierarchically organized

according to capacity, also provides management with a tool appro-
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priats for making different kinds of management decisions from the

local level to the highest regional level, the Domain. Management

unit boundaries that coincide with natural-cultural system units of

various hierarchical levels would increase the potential or rational

and uniform decisions based on the capacities of the natural-

cultural systems and their environments.

For example, integrated classification can be extended to the

classification of streams and watersheds as a special case. Warren

(1979) presented a theory in which watersheds are natural-cultural

systems, that can be arranged in a hierarchy from first order

tributaries to systems like the Mississippi or Amazon Rivers. To

apply integrated classification to watershed and stream classifica-

tion, watershed boundaries are superimposed on the mosaic of classi-

fication units. The resultant mosaic characterizes the capacities

of the watersheds. Site may be an appropriate level at which to

classify first order streams, and Province level classification

units may be appropriate for a sixth order river. Since the pri-

mary, secondary, and tertiary subsystems of a natural-cultural

system all interact and interpenetrate, it is assumed that the

water systems that are in watersheds of a class will have similar

capacities and performances (i.e., hydrology, physical attributes,

and aquatic communities). By extending integrated classification

to a particular resource, such as streams, one has a means to

manage the resource.

In conclusion, integrated classification partially symbolizes

the classfier's total experience by emphasizing the capacities of
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all the subsystems of a natural-cultural system. This form of

integrated classification provides a means of partially articulat-

ing total experience by means of functional notation that can serve

as the basis of general systems models. And this system provides a

perspective on total experience through its conception of geogra-

phic areas as classifiable
natural-cultural systems in which physi-

cal, biological, and other human resources become primary, second-

ary, or tertiary subsystems of
natural-cultural systems, embedded

in a hierarchies of natural-cultural systems.
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